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CORRUGATOR DRY-END

AN UPDATE REPORT

Stack’ full width belt platform for maximum stack
stability. A totally new system on the stacker elevator
decks has reduced the stack discharge cycle time by
more than one-third, not only improving stack quality
but also increasing production speed capabilities. This
brings the stacker to within the continuous 15 to 20
second order to order dry-end cycle time.
Fosber’s Syncro dry-end control supervisor, now
developed to its 2011 release, provides detailed
production reporting, intelligent diagnostics, pallet
label print-outs, and data links to the wet-end, office
and scheduling networks, and materials handling
control systems.

The modular architecture of the system means that
the Syncro dry-end control system can be very simply
expanded to include further full corrugator control
functions such as bridge calibration and control,
synchronised splicing, reel-stand monitoring, roll stock
management interface and automatic wet-end order
change. The full version of Syncro provides a
complete corrugator process control system, a
reliable and very user-friendly system that has proved
to be a very powerful tool to improve the corrugator
efficiency.

Retrofit specialists
Hamburg, Germany based Vonderheiden (VDH) is
introducing several new dry-end developments for
older machines and/or dry-ends. They are as follows:
• The existing DryEndManager control has been
redesigned using the most modern technology. They
have created, by way of a strategic partnership (and
based on the well known BHS CCC and FDM dry-end
programmes), the new VDH DEM. It now offers the
possibility for nearly every user to upgrade their
machine and their dry-end to newest dry-end control
technology.
The first project undertaken recently replaced a
former Peters Zeus system. There are several
projects now in the pipe-line for Peters and Agnati dryends. The DEM is a tailor made solution, created to
work with any generation of machine. The overall
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object of the DEM is to enhance existing dry-end
machines, as well as linking them to the wet-end
control programmes. “With the new DEM, the
customer has easier access if he wants to upgrade his
line a single unit at a time,” explains Carsten Meineke,
Sales and Marketing Director. “The first DEM has been
running successfully at a customer in Southern Europe
for more than a year already.”
• Another new development is the exchange of single
machine control. Here, the focus is on Peters cut-off
knives, namely Maxi and Speed Cut. The obsolete
machine control and parts will be replaced with a BHS
cut-off control system. There are several reasons and
advantages why VDH developed this upgrade. The
control system is proven by many installations, but
now the complete modernisation of the cut-offs comes
as one package — in addition to the electronics. VDH
can renovate the mechanical components and
improve the cutting curve too. Existing DC motors can
be re-used, but if customers are going for this
technology upgrade, then they should use the newest
AC technology. This reduces maintenance and power
consumption.
• The users of the Peters slitter scorers Challenger
and Perseus are now having problems keeping their
machines running. Most of the motors for the tooling,
as well as the shafts (plus drive system and machine
controls), are obsolete and no replacement parts are
available. Therefore, VDH have developed a solution
which can be completed in steps. These steps are
configured and defined together with the customer.
There are also solutions for other makes of slitter
scorer, cut-off and stackers. The implementation of
the new VDH/BHS technology will always depend on
the actual status and age of the customer’s existing
machine.
“Our experience and know-how for all types of
corrugators has driven our latest developments in
order to avoid operational problems of redundant
systems,” concludes Mr Meineke. “Our new dry-end
control system improvements have become possible
thanks to the strategic partnership and the availability
of proven BHS technology.” ■
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